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September 2, 2020 

 

To whom it may concern, 

We have reviewed the mechanical characteristics of Chilicon Power Microinverter in order to 

determine its compatibility with SunModo’s PV Racking System.  After our internal review 

and analysis, we have determined that the mechanical characteristics of the Chilicon Power 

Microinverter are indeed compatible with the SunModo’s PV Racking System.  While no 

actual tests were performed during the course of our evaluation, similar devices and 

hardware kits have been tested and comply with the UL2703 standard.  It is our opinion that 

a solar array installed using Chilicon Power Microinverters and SunModo’s PV Racking will be 

UL2703 compliant.             

 

Best regards, 

Roland Jasmin 

Director of Engineering 
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Chilicon Microinverter Mounting on SunModo Rail Systems 

This study provides recommendations for the installation of Chilicon Microinverters, Los 

Angeles, California, on the two rail systems offered by SunModo Inc., Vancouver, 

Washington. 

This document covers both the CP-250 single panel and CP-750 dual panel microinverter 

models. 

 

Chilicon CP-250 Single Panel Inverter 

 

Chilicon CP-720 Dual Panel Inverter 

SunModo offers two different rail types for use with PV systems: the HR Series (ASME) 

standard which use a 1/4-inch rail slot for the mounting of clamps and inverters, and the 

SMR Series metric rail system which uses an M8 slot for mounting of clamps and inverters. 
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SunModo HR150 open rail and HR250 rails with 1/4-inch T-slot 

 

 

SunModo SMR100 and SMR200 rail with M8 metric T-slot 

Mounting Hardware 

To mount the microinverters provided by Chilicon, the top slot of the rail is used.  Shown 

below is the basic hardware needed for the older 1/4-inch rail T-slots as well as the metric 

M8 T-slot. The hardware needed should include a bolt or T-bolt to fit the slot, a bonding 

external star washer (or bonding washer) a fender oversize washer 1 inch (25mm) in 

diameter and a flange nut. This is shown below for both ASME and metric mounting. 

M8 microinverter mounting hardware including M8 x 20 bolt, bonding star washer, fender 

washer, and M8 flange nut. 
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1/4-inch rail slot microinverter mounting hardware including 1/4 by 7/8-inch. T bolt, star 

washer, fender washer, and 1/4-inch flange nut. 

Selection of the correct size bonding washer is important.  When mounting the Chilicon 

inverter, the slot width is large, and a 1/4-inch star washer does not work in the inverter slot.  

It tends to not sit in the correct position.  Recommended is a larger star washer; either 5/16 

or 3/8 which can be positioned under the inverter slot to allow good contact between the 

rail and the inverter body.  Additionally, a special made bonding washer of larger diameter 

such as shown in the picture will solve the problem. The picture below shows this issue. 

 

1/4-inch star washer issue for 1/4-inch mounting to large slot in Chilicon microinverter.  Note 

that the star washer does not fit between the rail and the inverter frame. 
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Larger stare washer; 5/16 or 3/8 solves the problem and allows good contact to the 

microinverter frame.  Keep the washer centered during assembly. 

 

 

 

Bonding hardware for microinverter mounting.  Shown is a 1/4-inch star washer 

(unacceptable), 1/4-inch bonding washer (acceptable), and M8 star washer used for either 

the M8 or the 1/4-inch mounting 

 

Mounting of the Microinverter to the M8 T-slot rail 

The Chilicon inverters should be mounted with the inverter body hanging down from the rail 

so as to not interfere with the PV panel to mount on top.  The picture below shows a finished 

mounting of the inverters. 
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Correct mounting with the inverter body hanging down below the rail. 

The assembly sequence for mounting the Chilicon inverters is shown below. The M8 bolt is 

inserted in the rail T-slot. The external M8 star washer is installed. The microinverter is fitted 

over the bolt.  A fender washer is installed.  The M8 flange nut is installed and tightened to 

allow the bonding washer to provide a good connection between the rail and the inverter 

case. 

 

M8 slot mounting for the SMR100 rail showing M8 bolt with M8 star washer ready to mount 

inverter. 
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Completed mounting of microinverter to SMR100 rail using M8 hardware 

 

M8 mounting of microinverter to SMR200 large metric rail showing M8 bolt and star washer 
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Complete mounting of micro inverter to SMR200 large metric rail using M8 hardware 

The same sequence is used when mounting the microinverter to the HR Series rail family.  

Using an oversize star washer, place the micro-inverter over the 1/4-inch T-bolt as shown 

below.  Keep the star washer centered in the slot.  Add the fender washer and flange nut and 

tighten the nut enough to crush the star washer. 
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Final mounting of microinverter to HR150-250 rail 

 

Alternative bonding for 1/4-inch T-bolt is to use a commercial bonding washer as shown. 

 

 

 

 


